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The notion of a finitely closure-preserving family is introduced. The class of all spaces with a 
r-finitely closure-preserving base is an intermediate between that of stratifiable p-spaces and that 
of M,-spaces. It is proved that the class is closed under taking arbitrary subspaces, countable 
products and perfect images. An internal characterization of the perfect images of a stratifiable 
p-space is given. 
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1. Introduction 
A topological space X is called an M,-space if it has a cT-closure preserving base 
93 and, in particular, X is called an IV&,-space if 95’ consists of clopen sets (cf. [ 1,5]). 
As is well known, the class & of metric spaces is closed under taking (i) subspaces, 
(ii) countable products, and (iii) perfect images. By contrast, the class L!I, of 
M,-spaces is closed under taking (ii), but it is not known if Jcz, is closed under 
taking (i), or if it is closed under taking (iii). These problems became more interesting 
since Heath and Junnila proved in [S] that they are equivalent to Ceder’s long 
standing problem whether every MS-space is an M,-space. 
In this paper, we introduce the notion of a finitely closure-preserving (FCP) 
family of subsets and consider spaces with a (T-FCP base. All locally finite families 
and all closure-preserving families consisting of clopen sets are FCP, and all FCP 
families are closure-preserving. The class of spaces with a a-FCP base, provisionally 
denoted by .ti,,2, seems to be very close to Ju,; nevertheless, it is easily proved that 
.LY~,~ is closed under all the operations (i), (ii) and (iii) above. As Gruenhage 
remarked in [4], the class of all perfect images of M,,-spaces, provisionally denoted 
by J&,, is also closed under these operations. We can characterize internally a space 
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in J& as a space with a certain kind of cr-FCP bases. These classes are related as 
follows: 
It is an open question whether the second and third inclusions are proper. 
By a space we mean a regular T,-space, and closed maps and perfect maps are 
assumed to be continuous. For a point x of a space X, N(x) denotes the family of 
all (not necessarily open) neighborhoods of x. For a family & of subsets, &* denotes 
the union of all members of J&‘, and [a] denotes the set of all finite subfamilies of 
~4. The letter N denotes the set of natural numbers. All undefined terms can be 
found in [2]. 
2. Finitely closure-preserving families 
2.1. Definition. A family of subsets of a space X is jinitely closure-preserving (FCP) 
at x E X if for each &’ c &, there exist U E N(x) and %’ E [&‘I such that 
(&‘)* n U c cl, %*. (1) 
A family is finitely closure-preserving (FCP) in X if it is FCP at each point of X. 
If U E X(x) is open, then (1) implies the following equality: 
cl,(.&‘)*nU=U{cl,B: BE%‘}~U. 
Hence, any FCP family is closure-preserving. Recall from [7] that a family & of 
subsets of a space X is almost locally jinife if for each x E X, there exist U E X(x) 
and % E [a] such that 
{An U:Aed}c{Bn V: Be%l, VEN(X)}. (2) 
2.2. Proposition. An almost locally finite family d of subsets of a space X is FCI? 
Proof. Let x E X and J&C d be fixed. Since 4 is almost locally finite, there exist 
U E X(x) and % E [&I satisfying condition (2) above. Let 95” be the family of all 
B E % such that A n U = B n V for some A E Se’ and VE K(x). For each B E 93’, 
choose As E&’ and V, EN(X) such that A,n U = Bn V,, and put W= Un 
(n {V,: B E 93’)). Then WE X(x). We show that 
(&“)*A WcU{As: BE%‘}. (3) 
For each A E sd’, by (2) there exist B’ E L!Zl and V’ E X(x) such that A n U = B’ n V’. 
Since B’ E 93’, 
An WC An Un V,,= B’n V’n V,.cABc. 
Thus, (3) is proved, which implies that & is FCP in X. 0 
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Since all locally finite families and all closure-preserving families of clopen sets 
are almost locally finite, they are FCP. Moreover, by the definition, any well-ordered, 
monotone, decreasing family is FCP. Let us consider some examples. 
2.3. Examples. Let Rz be the Euclidean plane, where points are represented by 
polar coordinates. 
(a) Let A,={(r, 0): r>O, O<ti<~/n} for each HEN. Then {An}niN is FCP in 
R2 but it is not almost locally finite at the origin. 
(b) Let B, = {(r, 0): r > 0, r/n < 0 < 2~) for each n E N. Then {B,},,N is closure- 
preserving in R’ but it is not FCP at any point (r, 0). 
In the rest of this section, we study the basic properties of FCP families. The 
following Propositions 2.4 and 2.5 are immediate from the definition. 
2.4. Proposition. A family & qf subsets qf a space X is FCP if and only if so is 
{cl, A: A E ~4). 
2.5. Proposition. Let & be an FCP family of closed sets in a space X and Y c X. 
Then {An Y: AE&} is FCPin Y 
2.6. Remark. In Proposition 2.5, “closed” cannot be replaced by “open”. Consider 
the subspace Y ={(l, 0): OG 0<2~} of IX2 and the open sets C, ={(r, 0): r# 1 or 
r/n < 0 ==I T}, n EN. Since cl C,, = R2 for each n EN, {Cn}niN is FCP in R2, but 
{C, n Y}ntN is not even closure-preserving in Y. 
2.7. Proposition. Let f be a perfect map from a space X onto a space Y and & an 
FCPfamily of subsets of X. Then {f(A): A E &} is FCP in Y 
Proof. Let y E Y and &‘c & be fixed. For each x E f -l(y), there exist U, E X(x) 
and so, E [&‘I such that (.&‘)* n U, c cl, 93:. Since f is perfect, we can find a finite 
subset F of f-‘(y) and VEX(~) such that f -‘( V) c IJriF U,. Put B =lJxiF 91’~. 
Then (&‘)*nf~‘(V)ccl,9I*, which implies that U {f(A): A E &‘} n Vc 
cl.(U{f(B): BE %‘}). Hence {f(A): AE &} is FCP in Y. 0 
An open jilter is a family p of open sets satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) G1@pp, 
(ii) if A, BEp, then An BEp, and 
(iii) if A E p, A c B and B is open, then BE p. 
A maximal open filter is called an open ultrafilter. We say that a filter, or an open 
filter, p converges to x if p contains all open neighborhoods of x. Observe that if p 
is an ultrafilter (resp. open ultrafilter), B is a family of finitely many subsets (resp. 
open sets), and B*E p (resp. int,(cl, ?73*) EP), then p contains a member of 9. 
The following lemma is useful in handling FCP families. 
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2.8. Lemma. Let ~4 be a family of closed (resp. open) sets in a space X and x E X. 
Then & is FCPat x ifand only iffor each &‘c ~4, every ultrajilter (resp. open ultrafilter) 
of X converging to x and containing (&I)* contains a member of &‘. 
Proof. Suppose that & is FCP at x, and let &‘c &. Then there exist an open 
neighborhood U of x and 9 E [a’] such that (4’)* n U c clx %*. If p is an ultrafilter 
(resp. open ultrafilter) of X converging to x and containing (d’)“, then (&‘)* n U E p, 
and hence cl, %‘* E p (resp. intx(cl, %*) E p). Hence, as we have remarked above, 
p contains a member of f%i. 
Conversely, suppose that & is not FCP at x. Then there exists &“c & such that 
{ (( &“)* n V) -cl, %*: V is an open neighborhood of x and % E [ &“I} 
has the finite intersection property. Take an ultrafilter (resp. open ultrafilter) q 
including it. Then (&“)* E q and q converges to x, but q n 4” = 0, which is a 
contradiction. q 
2.9. Proposition. For each i = 1, 2, let di be an FCP family of subsets of a space Xi. 
l”‘hen&,~&={A,xA,:A~~&,, i-1,2} is FCPinX,xX,. 
Proof. Let X =X, XX, and let vi denote the ith projection of X. By Proposition 
2.4, we can assume that di, i = 1, 2, consist of closed sets. Let tic ti, x & and 
x=(x,, x2) E X be fixed. Consider an ultrafilter p of X converging to x and 
containing &*. Then each p, = {r,(U): U E p} is an ultrafilter of Xi converging to 
xi. Put &‘= {A E d: r,(A) EP,}; then r,(A) gpp, for each AE d-d’. Since &, is 
FCP, it follows from Lemma 2.8 that 
U{n,(A): AE~Q-.JS}E?~,, 
and hence (JZZ - &‘)* $ p. Since d* E p, this means that (&‘)* E p. Next, put M’ = 
{A E ~4’: ITS E pz}. Then the same argument as above shows that (.M’)* E p. Hence, 
A$‘# 0. Take A, x A2 E ST’; then Ai E pi for each i. Since Xi - Ai @ pi, ri’(Xi - Ai) E p, 
so 
X -(A, x A,) = r;‘(X,-A,)u T;‘(X~-A~)G~. 
Thus, A, x A2 E p. By Lemma 2.8 again, this means that d, x &, is FCP in X, x 
x2. q 
2.10. Proposition. Let zI, and &I be FCPfamilies of subsets of a space X. Then the 
following are valid: 
(1) ti,u& is FCP 
(2) ~4, v .& = {A, u A,: Ai E &, i = 1,2} is FCP. 
(3) If both &, and J.& consist of closed sets, or if they consist of open sets, then 
&, A ,& = {A, n A,: Ai E .G&, i = 1,2} is FCP. 
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Proof. Since (1) and (2) can easily be proved, we only show (3). Assume that both 
,rQ, and .z&!* consist of closed (resp. open) sets. Let dc &, A z& and let p be a 
convergent ultrafilter (resp. open ultrafilter) containing ti*. We write d = 
{A rA n AZh: h E A}, where A,,, E ~4;. If p n & = (d, then for each A E A, either A,, E p 
or A,, eG p. For each i = 1, 2, put 
Then d*c (&4;)*u (a;)*, and hence either (&i)*~p or (&;)*~p, but p contains 
no member of &; and tii. By Lemma 2.8, this contradicts the fact that ti,, i = 1, 2, 
are FCP. q 
Remark 2.6 shows that the assumptions on ti, and d2 cannot be removed from 
Proposition 2.10(3). 
3. Spaces with a o-FCP base 
A family d of subsets of a space X is said to be u-finitely closure preserving 
(a-FCP) if d can be expressed as ti = UnEN &,, where each ,aQ, is FCP in X. 
3.1. Definition. A space X is a strong M,-space if it has a U-FCP base. 
By Proposition 2.2, a space with a cT-almost locally finite base is a strong n/l, -space 
and, clearly, a strong M, -space is an M, -space. A family % of subsets of a space 
X is called a quasi-base of X if for each XE X and each U E N(x), there exists 
B E %’ such that x E intx B = B c U. As was proved by Gruenhage [3] and Junnila 
[8], a space is an MI-space if and only if it has a cT-closure preserving quasi-base. 
If we call a space with a (T-FCP quasi-base a strong M,-space, then the implication 
“strong M,=+strong M, ” is valid. In fact, we have the following theorem. 
3.2. Theorem. A space is a strong M, -space if and only if it has a a-FCP quasi-base. 
This is an immediate consequence of the following lemma. For a subset A of X, 
we write rx A = int, (cl, A). 
3.3. Lemma. If d is an FCP family of subsets of a space X, then {rx A: A E a} is 
FCP in X. 
Proof. Let &‘c ti and p a convergent open ultrafilter with U {rx A: AE a’} up. 
Choose an ultrafilter q including p. Observe that q converges to the limit of p, and 
that UEP and UC M c X imply ME q. Thus, lJ {cl,A: A E a’}~ q. Since 
{cl, A: A E l;a} is FCP by Proposition 2.4, it follows from Lemma 2.8 that cl, A, E q 
for some A, E d’. Now, if U 9 cl, A,, for each U E p, then by the maximality of p, 
X -cl, A, E p c q, which is a contradiction. Hence there exists U, E p with U, c 
clx A,. Since U, c rx AO, rx A, E p. By Lemma 2.8 again, this means that {rx A: A E 
& is FCP in X. 0 
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3.4. Theorem. The following are valid: 
(1) Every subspace of a strong M, -space is a strong M, -space. 
(2) The product of countably many strong M,-spaces is a strong MI-space. 
(3) The perfect image of a strong M,-space is a strong M,-space. 
Proof. (1) Let X be a strong M,-space, 6% a o-FCP base of X and Yc X. Then 
by Propositions 2.4 and 2.5, {clx B n Y: BE 33) is a (T-FCP quasi-base of Y. Hence 
it follows from Theorem 3.2 that Y is a strong M,-space. 
(2) Let X,, n EN, be strong MI-spaces, and let 6%,, = UlcN CX13,(i) be a base of X,,, 
where each %I,,( i) is FCP in X,,. For each n E N, put 
d,= n B,x n Xi: B,E U Bj(i), jcn 
i 
. 
.;s n J>" isn I 
Then &,, is FCP in X =nIntN X,, by Propositions 2.9 and 2.10 (1). Since UnsW & 
is a base of X, X is a strong M,-space. 
(3) Let f be a perfect map from a strong M,-space X onto a space Y and %I a 
CT-FCP base of X. By Proposition 2.10, we can assume that %’ is closed under finite 
unions. Define ti = {f(B): B E 933); then d is a-FCP in Y by Proposition 2.7. Since 
f is a perfect map, it is easily checked that ti is a quasi-base of Y. Hence Y is a 
strong M,-space by Theorem 3.2. 0 
3.5. Corollary. The perfect image of a space with a u-almost locally finite base, in 
particular, the perfect image of an M,,-space is a strong M,-space. A strong M,-space 
is a hereditarily M,-space. 
4. Perfect images of MO-spaces 
We give an internal characterization of the perfect image of an MO-space. 
4.1. Definition. A base %’ of a space X is a fitting base if for each B E % and each 
x E X, there exists % E [%I such that B n %‘* = p! and x E rx (B u %‘*). 
For example, the family of all open squares in the Euclidean plane is a fitting 
base, but that of open disks is not. Moreover, every metric space has a cT-locally 
finite fitting base. In fact, let IJncrm %J, be a base of a metric space X, where each 
%‘n is discrete; then UntN (%,, u {X-cl, 3:)) . IS a a-locally finite fitting base of X. 
It should be noted that in Definition 4.1, “each x E X” can be relaxed to “each 
point x in the boundary of B”. The purpose of this section is to prove the following 
theorem. 
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4.2. Theorem. A space X is the perfect image of an MO-space zfand only if X has a 
a-FCP$tting base. 
For the proof, we need some knowledge about irreducible maps and absolutes. 
For a map f: X + Y and A = X, we write f#(A) = Y -f(X - A). A map f is called 
irreducible iff”( U) # fl for each non-empty open set U in the domain. The following 
lemma is well known (cf. [13, Lemma 61). 
4.3. Lemma. Let ,f: X + Y be a closed irreducible onto map and U a non-empty open 
set in X. Then cl.f(U)=clYf#(U). 
Let X be a space. For an open set U of X, G(U) denotes the set of all convergent 
open ultrafilters of X containing U. The absolute E(X) of X is the space whose 
points are the convergent open ultrafilters of X, and whose topology is defined by 
taking all the sets of the form G(U) as a base. Since G(U) = E(X) - G(X -cl, U), 
G(U) is clopen in E(X). Let Kx. : E(X)+ X be the map carrying p E E(X) to its 
limit point. It is known that ox is a perfect irreducible map and for an open set U 
of x, 
U~~,U=K~(G(U))~K~(G(U))=C~~U. 
For details of the absolute, see [13] or [15]. 
4.4. Lemma. A family ti of open sets in a space X is FCP if and only if G(4) = 
{G(A): A E ~2) is closure-preserving in E(X). 
Proof. If .& is FCP in X, then it follows from Lemma 2.8 that G((&‘)*) = 
U {G(A): A E a’} for each &‘c &. Hence G(.d) is closure-preserving. Conversely, 
if G(d) is closure-preserving, then it is FCP in E(X), because G(d) consists of 
clopen sets. Thus, by Proposition 2.7, {Kx(G(A)): AE &} is FCP in X. Since 
cl, A = K~ (G(A)) for each A E ~4, it follows from Proposition 2.4 that ti is FCP in 
x. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Suppose that there exists a perfect map f from an MO-space 
M onto X. By [2, 3.1.C p. 1791 and hereditariness of the MO-property, we can 
assume that f is an irreducible map. Let & be a cT-closure preserving base of M 
consisting of clopen sets. Then we can assume that ~2 is closed under finite unions. 
Put % = {f”(A): A E ti}; then it is easily checked that a is a base of X. By Proposition 
2.7, {f(A):Ac&} is a-FCP in X. By Lemma 4.3, cl,f(A)=clxf”(A) for each 
AE &. These combined with Proposition 2.4 imply that 9 is a-FCP in X. To prove 
that 3 is a fitting base, let f+(A) E 93 and x E X. Since f-‘(x) -A is compact, there 
existsA’E~suchthatAnA’=Idandf-‘(x)cAuA’.Thenf’(A)nf#(A’)=(nand, 
by Lemma 4.3, 
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Since f*(A LJ A’) is open, x E r,(f#(A) uf”(A’)). Thus, 9 is a a-FCP fitting base 
of x. 
To prove the converse, let & = Untrm & be a fitting base of X, where each ti,, is 
FCP in X. We can modify & to obtain a a-FCP base & which is closed under finite 
intersections as follows: First, by Proposition 2.10, we can assume that &,, c &,+, 
for each n EN and ti is closed under finite unions. Next, define %‘, = &, and, 
inductively, 
3 -&,u(%~A%,,) for each na2. n+, - 
Then 93 = lJnEN 9J3, is a base of X which is closed under finite intersections and, 
by Proposition 2.10, it is a-FCP in X. Moreover, using the following claim, we can 
prove inductively that for each B E 9-?,, and each x E X, there exists A E ti such that 
BnA=@ and xErx(BuA). 
Claim 1. For each i = 1, 2, let A, and Bi be open sets such that x E rx ( Bi u Ai). Then 
x E rx((Bl n BJ u (A, u AJ). 
Proof. Since U = rx( B, u A,) n r,(B,u A2) is a neighborhood of x, it suffices 
to show that Cl c cl,((B, n B,)u(A,uA,)). Suppose not; then V= U - 
cl, ((B, n B2) u (A, u A,)) is a non-empty open set. Since 
Vc U = clx(B, u A,) nclx(B,u A*) c (clxB, ncl,B,)uclx(A, u A,) 
and V n cl, (A, u AJ = 0, V c cl, B, n cl, B,. Since B, is open in X, cl, (B, n B2) 1 
B, n cl, BZ, and hence Vn (B, n cl, B2) = 0. Since Vc clx BZ, V n B, = 0, which 
contradicts the fact that V c cl, B, . 0 
Since ~4 c 93, it follows that 9 is a fitting base. Define a relation R on E(X) as 
follows: If p, q E E(X), then pRq if for each B E 98, B E p if and only if B E q. Then 
R is an equivalence relation on E(X). Let 2 be the quotient space of E(X) by R 
and n : E(X) + 2 the quotient map. For each p E E(X), let (p) denote the 
equivalence class of p. Observe that if p, q E E(X) and pRq, then KX ( p) = KX (q). 
In fact, if K~( p) # KX( q), then there exists BE 93 such that K~( p) E B and 
K~ (q) & cl, B, which implies that B E p and B $ q, and hence pRq fails. Thus we 
can define a map f: Z + X by f((p)) = KX (p) for p E E(X). Since KX = f 0 r and r 
is a quotient map, f is continuous. For each BE 93, define 
G(B)={(~)EZ: BEG}. 
Since .x-‘( G( B)) = G(B), G(B) is clopen in Z. If (p) # (q), then there exists B’ E 93 
which is in exactly one of p and q. If B’ E p, then ( p) E G( B’) and (q) & G( B’). Hence, 
Z is a Hausdorff space. Since KX = f 0 T is a perfect map, it follows from [2, 3.7.10, 
p. 2381 that bothfand r are perfect maps. It remains to show that Z is an k&-space. 
Define G(9) = {G(B): B E 93}. We show that G(9) is a a-closure preserving base 
of Z. For this end, we need the following claims. 
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Claim2. ForeachpEE(X),(p)=n{G(B): BE~,BEL%} asasubsetofE(X). 
Proof. Clearly, (p) c G(B) for each B E 93 with B E p. To prove the converse, let 
qgn{G(B): BEG, B~933); then 
BEG implies BEq. (*) 
Hence, if q & (p), then there exists C E 5%’ such that C E q and C&p. Since 3 is a 
fitting base, there exists Y E [%‘I such that C n %‘* = 0 and Kx(p) E rx (C u %*). 
Since p converges to KX( p), C u %* E p, and hence %* E p, because C g p. By the 
maximality of p, there exists C’ E Y such that C’ E p. By (*), C’ E q, but C n C’ = 0, 
which is a contradiction. 0 
Claim 3. The family G(93) is a base of 2. 
Proof. Let (p) E 2 and W an open neighborhood of (p) in Z. Then (p) c Y’( W) 
in E(X). Put K = K;‘(K~ (p)); then (p) c K. Since K - K’( W) is compact, by 
Claim 2 there exist finitely many members of 3, say B,, . . . , B,, such that B, E p 
for each i = 1, . . . , n and 
(G(%) n. ..nG(B,))n(K-Y’(W))=0. 
Put F=(G(B,)n...nG(B,))-Y’ (W). Then K,(F) is closed in X and K~(P)& 
KX( F), because K n F = 0. Choose BOG 6% such that K~ (p) E B, and clx B,n 
KX (F) = 0. Then K c G( B,) and G( B,,) n F = 0, and therefore 
(~)cG(B,)~G(B,)~.~.~G(B,)~T~‘(W). 
Put B= B,n B,n.. .n B,. Then BE 93 and, since G(B)= G(B,)nG(B,)n.. .n 
G(B,), (p)c G(B)c Y’( W), which implies that (p)~ G(B)c W in 2. 0 
Since %3 is (T-FCP, it follows from Lemma 4.4 that {G(B): BE 933) is cT-closure 
preserving in E(X). Since G(B) = n(G(B)) for each BE 93 and 7~ is a perfect map, 
G(3) is also a-closure preserving in Z. Hence Z is proved to be an k&-space. 0 
A space is called F,-metrizable if it is the union of countably many closed 
metrizable subspaces. Recall from [ 1 l] that a space is a p-space if it is homeomorphic 
to a subspace of the product of countably many F,,-metrizable spaces. Ito [6] and 
Junnila [9] independently proved that an MO-space is a stratifiable ( = M3) p-space. 
On the other hand, it follows from [ll, Theorems 2.1, 2.7 and 4.53 that every 
stratifiable p-space is the perfect image of an M,,-space (cf. also [lo, 141). Combining 
these with Theorem 4.2, we get the following corollary. 
4.5. Corollary. A space X is the perfect image of a stratijable p-space if and only zf 
X has a u-FCPfitting base. 
We conclude this paper with some open questions: 
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(1) Is every M,-space a strong M,-space? 
(2) Can every strong M,-space be represented as the perfect image of an MO- 
space? 
(3) Is every closed image of a strong M,-space a strong M,-space? 
(4) Is every space with a (T-FCP fitting base a stratifiable p-space? 
(5) If X has a a-FCP fitting base and dim X = 0, then is X an M,,-space? 
A positive answer to the first implies that every M,-space is an M,-space. The 
fourth is equivalent to [ 11, Problem 2.81 and, by [ 11, Theorem 2.11, a positive answer 
to the fourth answers positively the fifth. 
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